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Welcome
Spring is noted for being the season of growth and potential and 
that’s certainly the case across Regus, judging from the inspiring 
content in this issue.
A strong theme running through it is the importance of developing 
people, products and promising situations.
Our congratulations go to two people in the Netherlands who have 
celebrated 15 years’ service with Regus and still relish the fresh 
challenges that allow them to keep developing their careers with us. 
Also, keep a look out for several innovative product launches in 
the coming months – the first being a ground-breaking document 
services solution developed by the Regus Global Product 
Development team.
There are also stories from the United States, France, Abu 
Dhabi, Dubai, Brazil, South Africa and the UK that all show the 
importance of developing promising situations from a sales lead  
to a networking opportunity.
It’s by harnessing strengths like these that we can continue delivering 
the innovations that will carry us through to further success.
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Mark Dixon, Paulo Dias, 
Guillermo Rotman and Filippo Sarti 
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Andrew takes fundraising  
to new heights
Broadgate Tower and Broadgate Circle UK 
Center Manager Andrew Gray is jumping out of 
a plane at 10,000ft on 3 August to raise £500 for 
the British Red Cross.
Andrew is best known to eConnect readers as 
the guy who abseiled off a tall building last year 
dressed as Spiderman (see picture). 
This time if he hits his fundraising target he 
promises to let his sponsors choose his costume.
“All funds raised will provide medical and food 
supplies to areas such as West Africa, where 13 
million people face severe food shortages and 
Syria, where the Red Cross is calling for more 
funds to support affected people,” said Andrew. 
To support Andrew donate at  
www.justgiving.com/Andrew-Gray2.

What is your name? 
David Johnstone 
Where are you based? 
Toronto, Ontario, Canada – Centre 946 – First 
Canadian Place 
What’s your current role? 
Centre Manager
What’s the best thing about your role? 
The daily interaction with so many different 
types of companies and people. Talking with 
such a wide range of clients allows me to not 
only develop professionally, but personally as 
well.
How long have you been with Regus? 
Three and a half years
How many other Regus centers have you 
worked in? 
Three in total. Started as a OM at the Madison 
location, became CM of Madison, transitioned 
to Double CM (adding the North American 
Centre location), then transferred to CM at First 
Canadian Place.
Tell us something about you that your 
team members don’t know? 
I own over 75 neck/bow ties.
Who is your ideal dinner guest and why? 
My wife because she is the love of my life and 
she usually covers the bill.
What’s the best advice you’ve had at 
Regus? 
Under promise – over deliver. 
Use three words to describe yourself? 
Dedicated. Passionate. Fun.

David Johnstone

Q&A with this month’s team member
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Greg Bullard @gabullard 
@RegusUSA Just ended six month lease in 
Minneapolis 5th Street Towers location - great 
team, great experience - thanks so much!

Monaem Ben Lellahom @MonaemL 
I love my office / desk in #Regus #Amman #Jo 
:) http://pic.twitter.com/aYA4oQFJ

Philippe Rogiest @PhilippeRogiest 
Great ! this regus businessworld gold card :-). 
Now I can do some serious work between 
meetings in Brussels!

Jane @Bsomething1 
Trying out #Regus business lounge in Berk3ley 
Square today, staff are lovely

Heart-warming tribute  
from top Brazilian  
ad agency 
One of the most high-respected advertising 
agencies in Brazil has paid tribute to Regus  
by ‘tattooing’ one of its staff with a heart  
above our logo.

DM9 created the tattoo on the woman’s neck 
using photographic software and sent it by 
email to the team at the Porto Alegre center. 
It came with the note ‘Regus eternally in our 
hearts. Thanks.’

Center Manager Alexandra Campanher said: 
“Dm9 began operating in Porto Alegre in 2011, 
using our services to establish themselves in 
another region. The agency was growing and 
ended up with five offices. At the end of March 
they moved into their own place but in our 
building and still keep in contact with us.  
The photo-montage was their way of thanking 
us and the relationship we maintain.”

The multi award-winning agency also  
showed how the atmosphere of a center 
can change when a casual-minded creative 
company moves in.

France, Dubai and  
Abu Dhabi team up  
to conquer Cityscape
A truly international effort has helped to put 
Regus in the limelight at the major property and 
business exhibition Cityscape in the United Arab 
Emirates from 22 April-25 April.
The event, which attracted 25,000 visitors, was a 
prime location for Regus to capture the attention 
of potential clients – and many leads, particularly 
for Businessworld and Virtual Offices, are now 
being chased up.
Achieving a Regus stand at the four-day 
exhibition was complex. It began when Regional 
General Manager Joanne Bushell in South Africa 
asked Sue Smith, Area Operations Manager, Abu 
Dhabi to co-ordinate it. 
The Regional Marketing team, led by Heloise 
du Closel in France, supported Sue who also 
benefited from close co-operation with Sales and 
Operations in Abu Dhabi and Dubai.
“I was delighted to work with such a professional 
team – one person couldn’t have done it.  
It was a remarkable effort by everyone in Regus,  
in particular Leon Vaz during set up,” said Sue. 

Cape Town customer takes Reg the Bunny on long run

The Regus Easter bunny bags a ride with Virtual Office  
customer Michael Heath of XConsult during the Old Mutual  
Two Oceans Marathon.
Michael, who has a VO at Regus Convention Towers, named the 
rabbit Reg after winning him during the Easter Brunch networking 
event run annually by the center. The soft toy was in one of eight 
hampers that were won as business cards were picked from a hat.
Nearly all the center’s customers dropped in to the event, which 
also gave winners the chance to speak about their company for 
two minutes.
“It created a positive vibe in the center and connections between 
the customers,” said Alida van Rooyen, Center Manager. “The new 
relationships built are proof that there really is power in networking. 
A lot of customers started networking afterwards, which was our 
main goal.”

Netherlands-based Karin Hardon and Ruud 
Doggen both celebrated 15 years’ service on 
the same day in May in Amsterdam and were 
surprised by colleagues greeting them with 
confetti and songs.  
But that’s not all Karin and Ruud have in 
common. Karin, EMEA Retention Manager,  
and Ruud, the new RGM for Central and East 
Europe, both say it’s fresh challenges that  
have kept them at Regus.
“By working hard and playing hard for a fast-
growing company, with the goal to be the best  
in the service industry, I was able to grow with  
the company,” said Ruud.
Karin’s reasons are similar: “I stay because of 
belief in the product and it’s great working for  

a company that’s innovative. We’re always 
seeking new opportunities, markets and 
challenges – there’s never a dull moment.”

Karin’s journey started as a Regus customer 
in Madrid. She applied to Regus in 1997 and 
her roles have included Product Manager, 
ASM and CAM. After maternity leave in 2004 
she became an AD until 2010. Since then she 
combines both her commercial and operational 
experience into her current role and takes up 
interim projects as they come.

Ruud started as a FC for the Netherlands 
looking after four centres and following roles  
in the USA and UK, ended up looking after 60+ 
locations as Commercial Finance Director for 
C&E Europe before his recent promotion.

New challenges keep pair at Regus for 15 years

Regus Global Product 
Development team is launching 
a revolutionary document 
services solution that lets 
customers print any time, 
anywhere from their own PC, 
smartphone or tablet device.
Regus DocumentStation  
helps customers to work much 
more flexibly as they will no 
longer be tied to a specific 
printer in a specific center.  
It will also reduce the time 
center teams spend installing 
printer drives and give sales 
people a unique new capability 
to highlight in the sales pitch.

It allows registered customers to print, fax, scan and copy 
documents whenever they want and wherever they are, quickly 
and securely. For example, they can be on a train or in a center in 
one location and send an email to print when they arrive at another.
Regus DocumentStation has already transformed document 
services for customers in its pilot locations, as well as new 
Mobile Business Lounges like the one inside the Shell service 
station in France. It also reduces the time center teams spend 
installing printer drives and gives sales people a unique new 
capability to highlight in the sales pitch.
Now this innovative product is being rolled out across the world, 
starting with France, Germany and the Netherlands and our  
new centers.
“DocumentStation ensures a better customer experience, 
allowing our mobile-flexible working strategy to come to life 
whether you’re in a Shell petrol station, at home, a Business 
Lounge or a center,” said Chris Roberts, Global Product  
Director. “It provides our customers with a significantly better 
experience – and best of all, no one else has it.”

How 
DocumentStation 
works 
A touchscreen computer 
running the ‘cloud based’ 
DocumentStation service is 
located next to (and connected 
to) the printer in a center.
Customers enter their 
Businessworld card number  
on a web page and follow quick 
and easy instructions to enrol 
(in a language of their choice).
Once enrolled, they can use 
any of the services offered 
by the DocumentStation. The 
simplified service choices on 
the touchscreen give them 
the option to print, fax, scan, 
copy, etc.
In the case of printing, their 
print job (sent from any device) 
is sent to the DocumentStation 
global server and is securely 
held until the customer is ready  
to release it at any printer  
in any center 
It’s simple, secure and the 
perfect solution for a better 
customer experience in 
centers and on the move.
If you want to learn more, 
please email Andre Sharpe, 
Global Director, Product and 
Business Development.

Latest innovation strengthens our 
flexibility promise to customers

Laura Stucki demonstrates 
DocumentStation at Nyon,  
Switzerland

Ten agents on the Virtual Office team in the North 
American SSC are on cloud nine after converting 
more VO deals than the rest of the world in April.
The team based at the corporate HQ in 
Addison, Texas converted at 46.7% compared 
to an average of 26.1% by all other SSCs 
combined – and achieved over 1,000 deals for 
the second consecutive month.
The top agents for January to April were 
Doug Berry, Zack Mills and Stacy Wells, who 
combined and accounted for 1,684 deals, 
converted at an average 55.2% – again, more 
than any other SSC in the world.

Phillip T. Maxwell, Sales Manager, Virtual Office, 
North America, congratulated the team on the 
“phenomenal job they’ve done”.

He put their success down to creating  
personal value for business owners 
individually, which is directly aligned with 
working to The Perfect Call (TPC) checklist 
they’ve developed recently. This practice 
encourages top-down selling regarding VO 
products and landmark locations alike. Since 
it began, TPC has led to a higher same-
day conversion as well as generating more 
revenue per deal.

Top: From left to right: Doug Dittman, Stacy Wells, Kari Menard, Terry Robbins, VO Sales Manager - Phillip Maxwell 
Bottom: Left to right: Zack Mills, Jonathan Dunn, Doug Berry, Fred Johnston 
Not Pictured: Karishma Hingoranee, Peter Richardson

North American SSC inspires with awesome VO sales
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